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Career Summary

Additional Achievements

I have recently graduated from the University of Huddersfield with a Diploma in
Architecture after a successful placement year at Aedas Architects based in Leeds
an internationally recognised company, after completing my placement I continued
to work for Aedas part time whilst doing my diploma. I want to pursue a career in
architecture and can demonstrate my skills during my experiences and learn new
experiences, which I value the most

(Autodesk) Revit Architecture Essential Certificate of Completion
RIBA White Rose Yorkshire Student Award 2008 Bronze  

Key Skills
My education and placement has allowed me to use a wide variety of software
proficiently and I have used this to successfully complete a wide variety of projects
and professional documentation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revit 2008 or newer
Autodesk AutoCAD
ArchiCad
Microstation
Ability to work with CAD software such as Google Sketch Up, Maxwell
Render and 3D Studio Max, Vray, Atantis
Able to use Photoshop, Illustrator, In Design and other graphics packages
proficiently.
Adobe Dreamweaver
Capable of creating free hand drawings and sketch design.
Make physical models by hand and using the laser cutting machines.
Avid team worker and team building skills
Punctual
Excellent time management skills
Presentation Skills

British Red Cross basic first Aid (module III)
Compact certificate for work experience & work skills
ASET level 1 certificate in Personal safety Awareness
Cisco Networking in Hardware and Software (completion of course)
RSA Typing Certificate (pass)
Full clean driving licence
Award of achievement of excellences in team working skill in China.

Work Experience
Current job - Working with the EPE Group, as a Senior Digital Graphics/Media Designer.
Which entails producing high end graphics, brochures and websites for various
companies.
Aedas, Leeds (2008-2009 Placement & 2009-2010 Contract) Architecture Assistant (Part l)
In my placement year I worked at Aedas Architects based in Leeds, my responsibilities
allowed me to work on many projects and experience many stages from feasibility to
designs right through to construction, as well as working for different sectors such as
retail, schools and master planning. I also created brochures, documents and presentation
to win bids, competitions and present to our clients.
My experience gained in my placement year has allowed me to grow and understand the
industry, as well as contribute to design ideas, which materialised into real projects.
NHS Medical Records Clerk (Summer 2007)
As a medical records clerk, allowed me to work in a fast paced environment.
Robinson’s Architects (2002)
I worked for Robinson’s Architects for two weeks as part of my college work placement. My
responsibilities were to help plan and design a primary school. I had experience working
with packages such as Microstation. I also communicated with other departments within
Robinson’s Architects and I worked in a team as well as observing group meetings.

References
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(Head of Design & Marketing)
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Leeds Road,
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David Longfield (Director)
Aedas Architects
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Brewery Wharf
Leeds
LS10 1NE
+44 (0)113 385 8787
John Bush (Tutor)
University of Huddersfield
Department of Architecture and
3D
Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire
HD1 3DH
+44 (0)1484 472281
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Design Thesis Part Two 		

- Galloway Forest Observatory, Scotland

Design Thesis Part one 		

- Mirfield, Modular Railway Station

					- Malaysia, Eco-Venture
					

- Athens, Master-planning and Media Centre

Other Works 			

- Eco Housing

Riba White Rose			

- Dance and Art Centre (Bronze winner,2008)

Samples of my works from my placement year, working at Aedas are available
on request, should you require them.

Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two
Brief
The initial brief of this project was to create an
observatory and research facilities for the recently
established dark skies in Galloway forest, which has
one of the darkest skies in Britain.

Concept
The concept was to use the mathematical golden
section. As precision and order are a key elements
in astronomy. This shape also accommodated the
large scale of the planetarium in relation to the small
scale function of the observatory. The building was
strategically cut into the hill side to accommodate to
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Key Skill
REMOTE LOCATION

BRIEF

GALLOWAY FOREST IS LOCATED IN SOUTH WEST OF SCOTLAND.

AS THERE ISN T A DEDICATED DARK SKY OBSERVATORY WITHIN HE

GENIUS LOCI
BEST USE OF

THEY RECENTLY APPLIED FOR THE DARK SKIES STATUS FOR

PARK IT WAS AN IDEAL LOCATION TO PLACE THE OBSERVATORY WITH

CONSIDERATION IN THE DESIGN PROCESS OF THIS BUILDING,

PRESERVING SOME OF THE DARKEST SKIES WITH UNINTERUPTED

THE DARK SKY ZONE OF THE PARK THE GAIN OPTIMAL BENEFIT FROM

TO GAIN MAXIMUM BENIFT OF THE SKIES AT NIGHT AND THE

SKIES IN BRITAIN. THE IS ALSO A LARGE ASTRONOMY SOCIETY

THE UNINTERUPTED SKIES.

NATURAL DAYLIGHT IN THE DAY.

Ability to explain and create a clear’ concept through
drawings in a sketchy level. .
,

ALIGNMENT WAS CAREFULLY TAKEN INTO

LOCATED THEIR.
THE OBSERVATORY WOULD BE USED BY DEDICATED ASTRONOMERS,

modular system

AND VISTORS CAN ALSO BE APART OF OBSERVING THE SKIES. THEY
CAN LEARN ABOUT THE SKIES WITHIN THE PLANETARIUM BEFORE HAVE
UP TO OBSERVE THE SKY.
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Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two
Atmospheric design
These image were created in the earlier stages of
design, showing the mood and the atmosphere of
this monolithic structure. The design shows how the
building aligns with the winter solstice and shows
how the light floods in the building at certain times
of the year. The design is unique to the celestial
calendar.

atmosPheric sPaces

Key Skills
Creating mood and breathing life in the sketches of
the early stages of the design still in the concepts
stages.

Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two

Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two
Physical Modelling
A series of models were carefully crafted to explain the
design through each stage of the design. This image
shows the use of different mediums and materials
used to make this model at such a detailed level.

Key Skill
Possess the ability to create physical models using
a range of the medium of a professional level. Using
machinery, such a laser cutters, 3d solidworks for 3D
printing and hand machinery tools.

Structural DETAIL 1:50

Cut axonametric detail reveiling the floors structure
and external facade system.

Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two
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Red coated glass provides a safe colour of light which would

Creating a Sustainable design

1.

Vegetation

2.

Growing medium

3.

Filtered mat

4.

120mm Pre- oxidized corten steel

compromise the view any stars. Stars emit light at different

angle

wavelengths.

5.

Drainage

6.

125mm drainage pipe

gives the building a monolithic, stealthy appearance in the

7.

40mm layer of gravel

landscape. The black polished granite reflects the landscape

8.

6mm root resistant layer

9.

40mm Foamed-glass thermal insulation

10.

0.2mm Polythene vapour barrier

11.

70 mm trapezoidal-section ribbed metal

Granite is widely used in buildings in that particular region, it

Various images shows more examples of how the
building is structurally designed and how the
design works environmentally.

is also a material that is quarried locally. Black polish granite

back during the day time and emits it self into the darkness
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during the night.
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12.

Waterproof membrane

13.

Insulation board

14.

Roof deck

15.

Aluminium and Glazed Hand rail

16.

Aluminium flash (black)

1:20 Section through the roof
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1:20 Detail through the floor and the rain screen cladding
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1:20 Section through the floor and Rain screen facade

10
The building is built into the landscape, so the building doesn’t
comprise the breath taking landscape.

University of Huddersfield, School of Art + Design + Architecture

Smita PATEL

Key Skills
Demonstrates attention to detail and the ability to
work out environmental issues.
Can create detailed drawings at various different
scales, at different levels of complexity. Have the
ability to use packages such as AutoCad, Archicad
and Revit.  
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1.

Concrete screed

2.

Under floor heating

3.

Mesh reinforcement

4.

200mm concrete in a galvanized steel decking

5.

200mm UB Support

6.

Plasterboard

7.

Reinforced concrete with a steel frame

8.

Pigmented concrete finish

9.

Insulation board

10.

Coated glass colour red

11.

Insulation

12.

DPM and cavity

13.

Vertical metal rail

14.

Anchor which slots in to the granite panels

15.

40mm Black Polish ceramic Granite panels

16.

Polished Granite panel for window head

17.

Aluminium ventilated mullion

Diploma 2 / MArch Architecture
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Galloway Observatory
Design Thesis Diploma Two
3-Dimensional Visuals
The rain-screen granite panels of the exterior of the
facade is designed, to reflect the landscape during
the day and omit the building from the landscape
during the night.

View looking west onto the existing path that meets

Visual ILLUSTRATION Image the building.

The view looking in between the two structures where one of
the existing paths meet. This path is the path for servicing the
buildings lower levels, such a the cafe and the exibition.

Key Skills
Shows the ability to use a numbers of packages to
render realistic images and portray materials that
were used.
University of Huddersfield, School of Art + Design + Architecture
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Mirfield Railway Station
Design Thesis Diploma Part One
Modular Railway station
The aim of this project was to create a modular train
station for National Rail, to create a standard design
that fits all of there stations and to create image
identity. This design had to be tectonically refined in
Long Elevation,
great
detail.
This elevation in the most important evelation as this will be seen a
by people come from the train to the platform.

In the plan you can see the roof structure from above and the modular structure allows
the structure to extend

32 Long Elevational Treatment

Eco Venture- Malayasia
Design Thesis Diploma Part One
Skyscraper
The aim of this project was to create an Eco friendly
high rise tower, in Malaysia. Creating new facade
systems and shape that would allow the building to
adapt to its environment.

Eco-Venture Brief Concept

Putrajaya, Malaysia

Eco-Venture, new international investment bank set in Putrajaya,
Malaysia.
Putrajaya is geographically located in a challenging climate, 2 degrees
North latitude/ 101 degrees East longitude, making it much harder
to use traditional methods to passively ventilate this building. More
contemporary corporate methods to ventilate exist in the form of a air
conditioning, however this method stigmatises architecture. Therefore
the objective of the brief is design a environmentally responsive
sustainable architecture that allows the two to coexist.
Within the brief the client expressed that is aspirations are to optimise

Media Centre: Master-planning
Design Thesis Diploma Part one, Athens
Master-planning, Athens, Greece
An extensive master-plan was carried out on parts of
Athens. Establishing what the area needed and where
its desired location should be, creating our own briefs
and a schedule of accommodation. The design was in
an ideal location, framing its landmarks and vistas
through different views and openings.
MEDIA CENTRE

View From Perious

Carpark
The media centre can be seen from the New proposed
carpark that will be placed near the flyover. The car park
can be spotted from the flyover and the carpark can be
used by other local buildings like the Banaki and the
church.

Clear Pedestrian Route
A clear pedestrian route will be established between the
media centre and the Car park, this is a important road as
it has key buildings along this road. This will become the
safe vibrant entertainment zone.

The Strip
Proposal for cafes, restaurants and bookshops, offices and
other culture and entertainment to thrive on this strip.

View From Perious

MEDIA CENTRE

Carpark
The media centre can be seen from the New proposed
carpark that will be placed near the flyover. The car park
can be spotted from the flyover and the carpark can be
used by other local buildings like the Banaki and the
church.

MEDIA CENTRE

Clear Pedestrian Route
A clear pedestrian route will be established between the
media centre and the Car park, this is a important road as
it has key buildings along this road. This will become the
safe vibrant entertainment zone.

The Strip
Proposal for cafes, restaurants and bookshops, offices and
other culture and entertainment to thrive on this strip.

MEDIA CENTRE

MEDIA CENTRE

MEDIA CENTRE

Eco - Housing
Environmental Design
Creating eco housing
The facades and the roof of this dwelling comprise
one entity. The skin, consisting of anthracitecoloured corrugated sheets, is worked open in
strategic places in order to let the environment
in. Maximising this effect, the entire dwelling
is positioned one metre above ground level. A
spacious lower ground floor is the result.

3D structural breakdown of the design

Southern Elevation

3D Impression

Eastern Elevation

Tectonics Project
River Side Cafe
River Side Reed Cafe
Tectonics project which demonstrates how the  
structure was constructed, using series complex
axonametrics.
Exploded view of the construction

Sketch Development

Elevation

1

2

3

Structural Sketch model

Exterior View

Construction axonometrics

Awarded Bronze, White Rose
Dance & Arts Centre, China, 2008
BA (Hons) International Architecture
This submission was awarded bronze in the Riba
White Rose.

Thank you for taking the time to view my works. Works of
my placement year is available as you require them. If you
would like to view more of my portfolio, please visit my
website at : www.smitapatel.co.uk or feel free to contact
me on 07525361555 or by email : smitapatel@mac.com
Kind Regards
Smita Patel
Dip. Arch Architecture (Part ll)
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